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DURING AN AI HACKATHON

BY LABLAB.AI,

THE MISSION WAS TO DEVELOP

ADVANCED RAG APPS and CHATBOTS,

INTEGRATING CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGIES

such as GenAI, LLM, RAG with cool platforms like

VECTARA, LLAMAINDEX, TOGETHER AI, and UNSTRUCTURED.IO.
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IMPORTANCE OF
SYSTEMS



"Systems" refer to interconnected elements and components that work together to
achieve a particular purpose or function. In the context of various fields such
as business, engineering, biology, and social sciences, systems can be physical
(e.g., a transportation system), conceptual (e.g., an organizational system),
or abstract (e.g., a communication system).

Holistic Understanding: Systems thinking encourages individuals to view
problems and phenomena in a holistic manner, considering the relationships,
interactions, and interdependencies between various components of a system.
This approach enables a deeper understanding of complex issues and helps in
identifying effective solutions.

Interconnectedness: Systems are composed of interconnected elements that
influence each other within a larger system. Understanding the interconnected
nature of systems helps in predicting the effects of changes and interventions
in one part of the system on other components.

UNDERSTAND SYSTEMS



Problem-solving: Systems thinking provides a structured approach to
problem-solving by analyzing systems as a whole rather than focusing on isolated
parts. It helps in identifying root causes of problems, addressing underlying
issues, and developing sustainable solutions that consider the systemic impact.

Innovation and optimization:: By understanding systems, individuals can identify
opportunities for innovation, optimization, and improvement within systems. This
may involve redesigning processes, streamlining operations, or introducing new
technologies to enhance the overall performance and efficiency of the system.

Sustainability: It is essential for addressing complex challenges such as
environmental sustainability, social equity, & economic development. By
considering the interconnected nature of systems & their long-term consequences,
individuals can develop strategies that promote sustainable practices & outcomes.

Overall, the importance of systems lies in their role as the basis for
understanding, analyzing, and improving complex systems in diverse domains. It
provides a valuable framework for problem-solving, decision-making, innovation,
and fostering sustainable practices in a rapidly changing world.

UNDERSTAND SYSTEMS .....



PROBLEM
& SOLUTION



Despite a growing interest in systems thinking and innovation, individuals may
struggle to complex concepts such as systems theory and systemic design,
hampering their ability to drive meaningful change in their respective fields.

Lack of easily accessible resources and support for individuals seeking to
deepen their understanding of systems thinking and innovation.

Limited opportunities for engaging in real-time, personalized conversations on
complex systems concepts and their practical application in various
industries.

PROBLEM
STATEMENT



Introducing SystemiX App, a 24/7 responsive chatbot on your palm designed to
engage you in short, interactive conversations on systems thinking, theory,
design, and innovation.

Leveraging your particular data, SystemiX Bot provides tailored insights and
resource references to help you better understand and apply systems concepts
in your work life and projects.

AN ON-THE-GO
SOLUTION



KEY FEATURES &
TECHNOLOGY



An AI RETRIEVAL AUGMENTED GENERATION TECHNOLOGY.

Simplifies data ingestion in RAG pipelines, enhancing process efficiency.

Smart Indexing and querying function from a uploaded corpus at Vectara database.

Integration with other LLM and GenAI solution platforms.

Leverages UNSTRUCTURED library for advanced preprocessing of diverse file types.

Implements Query and Summarization APIs for accurate responses.

Seamlessly imports data into Vectara corpus using Indexing API.

Leverages Chat API for interactive and user-friendly communication.

Boomerang embeddings deliver powerful text encoding for enhanced retrieval accuracy

Provides concise and relevant responses to user inquiries.

Enhanced efficiency in information retrieval.

Faster access to relevant information.

Potential for expansion into diverse industries.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS & TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENTS



INTRODUCTION
OF THE PRODUCT



INTRODUCING SYSTEMIX

What is actually SystemiX App?

A responsive chatbot based on your particular dataset
about Systems Thinking,

Systems Theory,
Systemic Design

and
Systems Innovation

to spark short conversations and clearing your doubts
about complex systems.



The concept of "Systems" is crucial in the context of chatbot creation,
particularly for a chatbot like SystemiX Bot that focuses on Systems
Innovation. Here are some key reasons why systems thinking is important in the
development and functioning of this chatbot:

Holistic Understanding: Systems thinking allows developers to take a holistic
approach to designing the chatbot, considering the interconnections and
relationships between various components. This enables a comprehensive
understanding of how the chatbot fits within the broader context of Systems
Innovation.

Interconnectedness: Systems theory emphasizes the interconnected nature of
systems, highlighting how changes in one part of the system can have cascading
effects across the entire system. By incorporating systems thinking into the
chatbot's design, developers can better anticipate and address potential
feedback loops and unintended consequences.

HOW 'SYSTEMS' HELPED IN THE CHATBOT IDEATION



Systemic Design: Systemic design principles can guide the creation of the chatbot
interface, user experience, and functionality in a way that aligns with the
broader goals of Systems Innovation. This involves considering not only
individual features but also how they work together to create a cohesive and
effective system.

Systems Innovation: The chatbot itself serves as a tool for facilitating Systems
Innovation, which involves identifying and implementing new ways of addressing
complex challenges within systems. By leveraging systems thinking in the
chatbot's functionality and user interactions, it can help users explore
innovative solutions and approaches to systemic issues.

In summary, incorporating systems thinking and principles into the creation of
the chatbot enhances its effectiveness in engaging users in meaningful
conversations about Systems Innovation, encouraging a deeper understanding of
complex systems, and fostering innovative solutions to systemic challenges.

HOW 'SYSTEMS' HELPED IN THE CHATBOT IDEATION ......



TECHNOLOGY
FUNDAMENTALS



What Is Retrieval-Augmented
Generation (RAG)?

RAG (retrieval augmented
generation) is an AI
methodology that enables
large language models (LLMs)
to utilize up-to-date,
reliable information from
external sources, avoiding
hallucinations.

It enhances LLMs' responses,
ensuring accuracy,
transparency, and trust.
With RAG, developers can
create smarter, more
reliable GenAI applications
in various fields, while
reducing the risk of errors
and data leaks.









DEVELOPMENT
OF THE APP



FIRST TRIED DIFFERENT APPS
USING VECTARA OPEN-SOURCE
PROJECT "CREATE-UI"

...WILL CONTINUE THESE LATER

TRIED NEXT
ANOTHER CHAT APP

SYSTEMIX



During those sleepless nights and relentless
hours throughout the day, I found myself
caught in a cycle of debugging and
troubleshooting, painstakingly addressing each
issue one by one.

The relentless pursuit of resolving these
challenges consumed my time and energy,
pushing me to the limits of my problem-solving
abilities.

The issues I encountered varied in nature,
ranging from internal logic problems to query
handling, model response management, frontend
UI component rendering problems, perfect
positioning adjustments, compatibility issues
with installed dependencies, and ultimately
few after deployment to streamlit cloud.

Each challenge presented a unique set of
obstacles that required meticulous attention
and expertise to overcome.

NAVIGATING CHALLENGES



HYPER-PARAMETER TUNING IN CODE
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3



My Qustion to this bot was "This corpus is about what?"

Validated the answer as Human in the Loop:

This corpus is about systems innovation, a new approach to
enabling change within complex systems. It emphasizes the
importance of coordination and synergy among diverse actors
within a system, aiming to create new platforms and
ecosystems that align these actors in synergistic ways
[Citation] [Citation]. The corpus discusses the development
of new ways of organizing people, networks, or platforms,
requiring a compelling narrative to attract members
[Citation] [Citation] [Citation].
It also touches on the importance of understanding the
economy of ecosystems to create the right business model and
incentives [Citation. Furthermore, it highlights the need
for a paradigm shift in assessing system change, focusing on
changes in structure rather than parts [Citation]. Lastly,
it provides a practical example of systems innovation in
action, with a case study of a decentralized water system in
a city [Citation]. The corpus also includes a guide to help
people start their journey into systems innovation
[Citation.

( see the screenshot of this interaction on the left )

"FACTUAL_CONSISTENCY_SCORE": TRUE



Behind the Code: Insights into
the Development of this App

STRUCTURE
OF THE CODE & UI

1. [1 , 2]
2. [...]
3. One line comments: //

1. [1 , 2]
2. [...]
3. One line comments: //
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THE TEAM
PAUL BISWA

AI Product Architect

(for this hackathon challenge)

Newbie in AI ..from Dec 2023

GenAI/LLM/CV Enthusiast;

AI Engineer;

Design Practitioner and
Technical Consultant

< github: replyPaul >

App was made during a Hackathon by LabLab.AI - April 2024



THANK YOU!
FOR YOUR TIME &
MY OPPORTUNITY

:: SYSTEMIX BOT ::


